What are the project phases for information systems?

How will data be staged?

What is access to personally identifiable data managed using directory services?

How will users be supported in a collaborative environment?

How will authentication & authorization be managed?

How are data elements organized and related to each other within the components of the information systems?

How are data presented in a timely manner and in formats that facilitate proper interpretation and use?

How will operational data be stored?

How will data be backed up?

How will transactional data be stored?

How are data elements defined and managed for consistency across the schools?

How are identifier assigned and managed in order to link records across files and years?

How are data quality guidelines be accurate and timely?

How are data quality processes managed or monitored?

How are data quality resources managed to support the information needs of the users and the agency?

How is the security infrastructure managed to support the information needs of the users and the agency?

How are personnel policies and processes be followed to support the information infrastructure of the agency?

How will data be managed across agencies and in response to requests?

How are portal services used to provide access and security?

How do users access the data in accountability reports at the time they have a decision to be informed?

How do users access the data in actionable reports at the time they have a decision to be informed?

How do users access the data in statistical reports at the time they have a decision to be informed?

How are the hardware resources managed to support the information needs of the users and the agency?

How do users access help and support?

Who will conduct the planning necessary to build, test, and implement the Business Continuation Plan?

How is help provided to users of information systems and Action Reports?

How do users of reports access training and user documentation?

How do users of reports need to manage the data?

What resources are required to manage the data?

What are the principles and policies that impact information management determined and monitored?

What mandates and priorities must be followed?